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A method to determine area of origin of blood spatter 
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Current debate about BPA
2
“Bad Science is Corrupting the 
Justice System” (ProPublica)
Blood is present in many violent crime 
scenes
Forensic sciences bring value to 
investigation and criminal hearings 
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Current debate can be resolved …
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… by an understanding that BPA is applied 
experimental science
… by a better handling of error and uncertainty
example
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Attinger’s lab vision for BPA
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STATISTICS TO MOVE FORENSIC SCIENCES FORWARD
More than 60 researchers and national practitioners from across four 
universities and numerous research institutes work together to build strong 
scientific foundations that enhance forensic science and technology 
practices. We are statisticians, engineers, lawyers.
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Example: Area of Origin estimation
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D. Attinger, et al. Determining the region of origin 
of blood spatters considering fluid dynamics and 
statistical uncertainties, Forensic Sci Int, 2019
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Example: Area of Origin estimation
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Example: Area of Origin estimation
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Area of origin 
estimation
14





Example: Area of Origin estimation
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Area of origin 
estimation
Uncertainty: spatial bounds within which the true area of origin is located.
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Example: Area of Origin estimation
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Area of origin 
estimation
Uncertainty: spatial bounds within which the true area of origin is located.









Example: Area of Origin estimation
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Area of origin 
estimation
+
“Le problème [of reconstructing curved trajectories] est très difficile à résoudre
V. Balthazard et al. XXIIe congrès de médecine légale de langue française, 1939.
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Attinger, FSI (2019)
… based on fluid dynamics and that estimates 
uncertainty
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Propagation of uncertainties on stain measurements
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Reconstruction of curved trajectories backward
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Information from size of stains (1)
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Combining information on size and edge
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of Area of Origin
   ( , , ) ,k kf x y z x y z f 
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Attinger, Data in Brief, 2018 & 2019
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Estimate of impact conditions
Trajectory calculations
Probabilistic determination of Area of Origin
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• Curved trajectories due to drag and gravity
• Uncertainty is quantified and specific 
x [m]
y [m]
large uncertainty, source 
120cm from wall
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• Error due to gravity or drag is 
less than 10cm
• Error independent of distance 



































horizontal distance  source to wall, cm
dz (curved traj.,this work)




D. Attinger, et al. Determining the region of origin 
of blood spatters considering fluid dynamics and 
statistical uncertainties, Forensic Sci Int, 2019
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Conclusions
• A method based on fluid dynamics and statistics is proposed to determine the 
area of origin of blood spatter patterns. 
• This method considers fluid dynamics and curved trajectories. 
• The uncertainty is quantified and specific to the individual spatter pattern of 
interest.
• Method tested with a range of publicly available spatter patterns. 
• The framework is flexible enough to accommodate advances in fluid dynamics. 
• The proposed reconstruction method can be used to prescribe recommendation 
on crime scene documentation. 
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A simpler method to find how far a stain can be 
found from the area of origin
37
D. Attinger, "Charts based on millions of fluid dynamics 
simulations provide a simple tool to estimate how far from its 
source a specific blood stain can be found," Forensic Sci Int, 
2019.
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Determination of the maximum travel distance of a blood drop
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D. Attinger, "Charts based on millions of fluid dynamics 
simulations provide a simple tool to estimate how far from its 
source a specific blood stain can be found," Forensic Sci Int, 
2019.
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Conclusions
• Fluid dynamics can answer simple questions related to BPA investigations
• Stains can be found more than 5 meter from the blood source
49
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